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“Mental models are what people really have in their heads 
and what guides their use of things."  (Norman, 1983)

Figure adapted from Norman (1988) p. 16. 
Interaction Design Foundation (source).
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FINCH
Financial advisor
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FINCH - Self-service finance advising using multiple chatbots
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User

from Q&A dialog to multiparty chat

U

investmentGuru
proactive bot
moderator

cdbGuru
cdGuru
reactive bot

poupancaGuru
savingsGuru
reactive bot

tesouroGuru
treasureGuru
reactive bot



FINCH architecture: WCS bots orchestrated by Ravel platform

Turn-taking RULES + Machine learning techniques.

• bots always answer when 
addressed directly by name:
@cdbGuru, what is the income 
tax on CDB

• if the user asks a question with a 
topic related to a bot, that bot 
answers:
is treasure a safe investment? 

InvestmentGuru

Ravel multi-party
conversational platform (hub)

CdbGuru PoupancaGuru

bots built on
IBM Watson
Conversation

Services TDGuru

conversation
governance

service

conversation rules

speech act 
classifier

investment topic 
classifier

application-specific

user

Specifying and Implementing Multi-Party Conversation Rules with Finite-State-Automata. 
Maira Gatti de Bayser, Melina Alberio Guerra, Paulo Cavalin, and Claudio Pinhanez
Proc. of the AAAI Workshop On Reasoning and Learning for Human-Machine Dialogues 2018 (DeepDial'18)



1 - Understanding
Interviews

*Motivation factors
*Everyday behaviors 

2 - User style preferences
Scenario based study

3 design concepts
*Explore ideas with users

3 - Cognitive dialogue
Wizard of Oz tool
*User questions 
*Dialogue flow

User studies

Inform visual design
Context

Preferences 
Motivations

Capturing the users mental models

<40 years old
high income bracket, digitally 
enable, educated, not well 
informed about investments
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Is the user experience different ?
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single-bot financial adviser multi-bot financial adviser



Results – Study 1
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Users of a shared-context expert conversational multi-bot system and 
users of a knowledge-equivalent single-bot system 

• not perceive their scope of knowledge as similar. 

• perceive their competence as similar.

• perceive their effectiveness as similar.

• trust them similarly.
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Are user perceptions of expertise in single- and multi-bot systems similar?

Table of values and graph of percentage of finance-
related user utterances.

Results – Study 1



Study 2 – qualitative 
SUPERVISED COMPARISON OF THE 

TWO VERSIONS 
16 participants

Study 1 + debriefing phase + 
comparison phase.  (Think aloud protocol)

Thematic-network analysis (Attride-Stirling, J. 
2001)

Collaboration categories based on joint 
human-agent activity framework 
(Clark 1996; Klein 2005).

Predictability 
Directability
Common ground management
Goal Accomplishment

Study 2 – Lab study



Results – Study 2

The multi-bot version seems to be more predictable.

The multi-bot version was perceived less straightforward than 
the single-bot version. 

The single-bot version seems to induce participants to explore 
deeper the content.

Dialogue failures had a stronger effect changing the direction of 
the dialogue in the single-bot version, while in the multi-bot 
version participants explored more the scope of the system.



A mixed-method approach unblocked unknown 
issues to investigate further and incorporate 

improvements to the system.

Benefits of both approaches



Multi-bot financial adviser

MULTI-BOT IN INFORMAL SPACES – ART EXHIBITION

RAVEL  MULTI-
Party PLATFORM

Café com os Santiagos
Jul - Ago 2017 

100,000 visitors



videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyV2PqH9r_I

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3186519

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyV2PqH9r_I
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3186519


Café com os Santiagos
3 chatbots: Bentinho, Capitu and Escobar

The physical 
architecture



How is the experience of talking to a group of chatbots in physical spaces?

1- Conversation log study
1,188 log sessions and          
2,763 utterances

2 - Field study 
92 participants
Self-reported questions     
Semi-structured interviews    
Observation studies



Without Direct Address

How is the experience of talking to a group of chatbots in physical spaces?

Direct Address



No effect of Direct Address
• in terms of making users ask more questions 
• in terms of increasing the proportion of out-of-

scope after a dialogue failure (More Coffee?)

In general 
• The number of out-of-scope questions increase 

after dialogue failures (p=0.008)
• Gender has statistically significance, males have a 

tendency to ask at least 50% out of scope 
questions more than females.  (p=0.002)

Conversation log-study Results



“[…] the sound effects were 
impeccable because the experience 
can be very different with the music. 

[…] 

you can notice the movements on 
the table, the thing about the lights 
and when someone is going to 
answer and it lights up and 
highlight I found this very cool 
too.” (P27). 

With DA
• 74% of the users felt part of the conversation 

with the bots 
• 71% felt the bots were talking to them 

No DA
• Sensory elements (visual and sound stimulus) 

were the main reason participants in this 
condition felt part of the conversation.

Field Study Results



We struggle  to understand the UX from “intents”, 
“dialogue failures”, “number of words”, syntactic 

elements present in conversation logs. 

When in reality to understand UX one needs to 
understand also the user mental models. 

Contribution of mixed-method approach



We hope our mixed-method approach can inspire 
you to understand the user conversation experience 

with machines in real time and settings.
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